
Tender No.CMM/MAPS/CMM-S/01076  Specification for Head cap   I. Polyester Blended woven Cloth  
1. Polyester Blended woven Cloth should be procured from any one of the following reputed mills. The bidder shall indicate make of fabric quoted in his offer. a. Raymond b. S.Kumar’s c. Grasim d. Gwalier suitings e. Bilwara Fabrics f. Arvind Mills g. Wardhman Textiles h. Bombay Dyeing i. Lakshmi Mills j. JCT Limited  k. Maftlal mills l. Century industry limited  
2. Mill Certificate for the cloth shall have the following specifications/ parameters   a. Warp 260 Thread /dm and Weft 190 Thread / dm (+/– 5%) b. Mass / Grams per square meter (190 gms /sq.mtr +/– 10% ) c. Fibres Composition. (Minimum 30% cotton/viscose with + or – 5% tolerance and remainder polyester). d. Relaxation shrinkage, Warp direction 1% max, Weft direction 1% max.   
3. The bidder shall indicate make of fabric and any deviation from specifications clearly in his offer.  
4. In the event of conclusion of contract with successful bidder, the supplier shall submit purchase invoice / challan copy of total quantity fabric procured along with two samples of finished products and Mill test report indicating parameters given at sl. no. 2.   
5. The supplier shall accept any minor changes in measurements, improvements insisted while inspecting samples in quality of work-man ship, quality of stitch and changes in quality of items like Velcro, zip, button, elastic bank etc. without any additional cost.  
6. Bulk supply shall be made only after approval of sample at our site. For final verification of fabric, finished product may be tested at NPCIL cost on random sample basis (at least 2 Nos from each batch) at Govt. approved lab.  
7. Final acceptance of the item will be subjected to conforming the test reports and specifications.  
8. Stitch Quality:  

a.  
Stitches / inch 8-10 
Stitch Lock & double Stitch 
Seam Lap felled seam (Feed off the arm) at side seam and centre 

back split joining. 



 
9. Thread: Ammeto/Dollar/Anchor/equivalent – Polyster thread of 3 ply 
10. Edges of the stitched garment shall be over locked.  
11. Materials used like buttons, elastic, Velcro, zip etc shall be selected to withstand temperature up to 700C and Gentle hot water machine wash.  

II. Specifications for Head cap: 
 1. Fabric material shall be polyester blended woven cloth and meet above specifications.  2. Head Cap shall cover hair, forehead, neck backside, sides across ear and fastened by Velcro at chin.  3. Drawing and measurement are attached herewith.  4. Color: Golden Yellow 

 
5. Measurements of Cap 

a. Head circumference: 24” - 25” 
b. Border: 2-1/2”. 
c. Velcro: approx: 1”X3” 

 
6. Sketch/Images: 

   
  


